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A NOTE ON RINGS IN 、，vmCH EVERY Fl ì\" ITELY GENERATED 

LEFT IDEAL IS QUASI- PROJECTIVE 

By Asrar Mohammad 

1. rntroduction 

AII rings considered in this paper are associative and have unity 1* 0. Further, 
each module is a unital left module. Jain and Singh [4J have called a ring R 

to be a perfect ring if it is both left and right perfect. As defined by them in 

[4] , a ring R is said to be a left (qÞ) - ring if each of its left ideals is quasi

pr이ective; they studied perfect left (qþ) - rings and proved some results under 

the assu mption that all rings considered in [4] are right as well as left perfect 
Here an alternative proof of [4, Theorem 5] has been given by taking the ring 

to be o l1e.sided perfec t. Let R be a local ring and let J(R) be its Jacobson 

radica l. The following resu lt is proved concerning R: Let R be a right or left 

perfect ring. Then R is a left (qþ) - ri l1 g if and only if either J(R)'=O Or R is 

a principal left ideal ring with d. c. c. (Theorem 1). Singh al1d Mohammad [6] 

s tudied local rings and semi.perfect rings il1 which all finitely generated left 

ideals are quasi.projective. If R is a left (right) (qp) ring, then c1early every 

finitely generated left (right) ideal of R is quasi-projective. Jt is proved in 

this note that if R is a local one-sided perfect ring with all of its linitely 

generated left ideals quasi-projective then R is a left (qP) ring (Theorem 2) ‘ 

After this, commutat ive local rings in which every finitely generated ideal is 

quasi.projective 8re considered and their properties 8re discussed ‘ rn this CQ

nnection, the following result is significant: A commutative local ring R with 

nO non-zero nil JX)tent elements in which every finitely generated ideal is quasi 

projective is a valuation domain. Finally, at the end of this paper, an example 

of a ring R 、.vhich has every finitely generated left ideal quasi-projective but 

which is not semi-hereditary is given. For any ring R, J(R) and B(R) will 

always denote the Jacobson radical and prime radical respectively. For every 

subset X 01 a ring R, 1 (X) (r(X)) will denote its left (right) annihilator in R. 

2. Local rings 

The following lemma is due to Singh and Mohammad [6, Lemma 6J 
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LEMMA A. (i) 1n a 1μi or right perfecl ring R, J(R) '*J(R) whenwer J (R)* O. 

(ii ) Any lefl valualion ring R with J(R) nil, is a principal lefl ideal ring with 

d c c· tf aIld orJly If J(R)2#J(R) 1UheMiler J(R) # O 

Singh and ~!ohammad proved the following :6, Theorem 3J 

THEORH! A. Let R be a local ring wilh J(R) nil. Then every finitely generated 

It ft ideal 01 R is quasi'þro)ective IJ and on/y if 

( i) J(R)' = O, or 

(ii) R is a left 1 . .'aluatioll ,;ng 

Jain and Singh [인 called a ring R a perlect ring il it is both lelt perlect 

and right perlec t. As delined by Jain and Singh [4: a ring R is said 10 be a 

lelt (qp)- ring il every left ideal 01 R is quasi.projective as a left R- module; 

they studied perlec l lelt (qp) - rings. They proved the lollowing [4, Theorem 5J 

THEORH! B. Let R be a local perfect ring. Then R is a left (qp) - ring if and 

only if 

( i) J(R )'=O, or 

(ii) R is a princiPal left ideal ring wilh d. c. c 

We give an alternative proof 01 this theorem. We modily its statement 

slightly. 

THEOREM 1. Let R be a local left or right perfect ring . 7'hw R is a left (qP) 

ring if and only if 

(i) J(R )'=O, Or 

(ii ) R is a princiPal left ideal ring with d. c. c. 

PROOF. Necessity. To avoid the trivial case, we take J( R)*O. By 

Lemma A (i) , J(R>'* J(R). Let R be a left (qp) - ring. Trivially then every 

linitely generated lelt ideal 01 R is quasi-projective. As R is a lelt Or right 

야rlect ring, it lollows Irom Bass [2, Theorem Pj that J (R) is lelt T - nilpotent 

and thus J(R) is a nil ideal. Hence by Theorem A, either J(R) '= O, or R is a 

left valuation ring. In the latter case, according to Lemma A (ii) , R is a 

principal lelt ideal ring with d. c. c. This completes the necessity 

Sufficiency. !I R satislies (i) , J (R) is a lelt vector space over the division 

ring RIJ(R) . It lollows that J(R) is a completely reducible left RIJ(R) -m여ule， 

that is, J(R) is a completely reducible lelt R- module. Let A be any left ideal 
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。f R. Since J(R) is the unique maximal left ideal of R, AζJ(R) and A is a 

submodule of J(R). Thus A is a completely reducible left R - module. By 

l\l iyashita [5, Remark, page 92] , A is a quasi-projective left R-mαlule. Con

sequently R is a left (qp) - ring. No \V, let R satisfy (ii). Then R is also a left 

Noetherian ring. Since R satisfies 8. c. c. on principal left ideals, we can find 

a principal left ideal Ra which is mε，imal among all principal left ideals. so 
we have J(R) = Ra and aEJ(R ). We find that a"= O for some integer n~ I ， as 

J(R) is ni!. lt is easy to show that every proper left ideal of R is of the form 

Ra
m where m is 3n integer such that l :::;m:$;n- }. ]f A and B are any two left 

ideals of R, then A = Ra' and B= Ra' for some integers s and 1 such that 

l드s5，n- I ， 1드t드n- I. Hence either AζB or BcA, in that case R is a left 

valuation ring. By Theorem A, every finitely generated left ideal of R is 

quasi-projective. However, every left ideal of R is finitely generated. Therefore, 
every left ideal of R is quasi-pr이ective ， and R is then a left (qp) - ring. This 

completes the proof of the theorem 

From Theorem 1, we derive the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2_ Lel R be a local leη or right perfect ring, and fi끼’"'ηt 

have a씨11 its fiη，m띠l“I“e“ly get’llera깅at샤ed leJt ideals quasi-pro잉Jμeκc“t“…lV야;e. Th“en R is a 1μejη'1 (qp) - r꺼;，’ng g 

PROOF. To avoid the trivial case J(R) = 0, lel us take J(R) * O. By Lemma 

A (i) , J (R )'*J(R). Since R is a left or right perfect ring, J (R) is a nil ideal 

By Theorem A, either J(R) '= O Or R is a left valuation ring. In the former 

case, by Theorem 1, R is a left (qp) - ring. In the latter case, by Lemma A 

(i i), R is a principal left ideal ring with d. c. c. Theorem 1 yields that R is a 

left (qp) - ring. 

The following two lemmas have been stated in [6] for semi-perfect rings 

For completeness and convenient references we give their proofs for local 
rings, as Lemma 2 is crucial to the proofs of theorems in the next section. 

LEMMA 1. Let R be a local ring in whjch every finitely generated le.ιβ ideal is 

quasi-projective. Then any indecomposable finitely generated left ideal o[ R is cyclic 

PROOF_ Let A be any indecomposable finitely generated left ideal of R. Accord

ing to our hypothesis, A is a quasi-projective left R-module. Since R is a local 

ring, it follo \Vs that R is a semi-perfect ring and 1 is the only indecomposable 

idempotent of R. By Wu and Jans [7, Theorem 3.1] , A르Re/le for some primitivε 
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idempotent e of R and for some two-sided ideal 1 of R. But e= 1. we find that 

A프RII and thus A is a cyclic left R-module 

LEMMA 2. Let R be a local ring in which every Jinitely generated leJt ideal is 

quasi-projective. Then , given any two t'ndeco끼:posable Jinitely generated leJt ideals 

A and B oJ R. either A and B are co…parable or A n B= O. 

PROOF. Let us suppose that A and B are non-comparable. Then Art.B and 

Brt.A. We prove that A n B=O. By Lemma 1. A and B are cyclic. We can write 

A = Ra and B=Rb for some elements a and b in R. so that A + B is a finitely 

generated left ideal of R. Since R is a semi-perfect ring. any finitely generated 

left R-module has a projective co\'er. It then follows from Miyashita [5. 

Theorem 3.3] that A + B is a perfect left R-module. There exists a left subideal 

Bo of B that is minimal with respect to the pro야rty that A + Bo= A + B. that is. 

Bo is a d-compler떠ltof Ain A + B‘ By the definition of a perfect left R-module 

in the sense of Miyashita [5]. there exists a left subideal Ao of 11 that is 

minimal with respect to the; property that Ao+Bo=A十B， that is, A" is a d-o . -0 --0 

complement of Bo in A + B. Notice that if Ao= O then AC B. Hence Ao*O 

Similarly Bo*O. Now Ao and Bo are d-complements of each other in A + B. By 

our hypothesis. A + B is a quasi-projective left R- module. By Miyashita [5. 

Theorem2. 3]. A+B=A08 Bo' Then ACAo(j)Bo andA=A n (A。θBo ) =/lo(j)(A n Bo)' 

So Ao is a direct summand of A. But 11 is indecomposable. we get A = Ao as 

Ao* O. Similarly B=면 Hence A n B= O. This completes proof of Lemma 2. 

3. Commutative local rings 

In this section we study commutative local rings in which every finitely 

generated ideal is quasi-projective. and discuss their properties. In this direction, 
we first prove a lemma. 

LEMMA 3. Let R be a commutative /ocal 1 …g :"n which eveπy finitely gellerated 

ideal ;s quasi-projective. 11 for SOnte non-zero elements a, b ’n R. Ra (1 Rb = O. then 

aEB(R) and bEB(R); ‘further a'= O and b'= O 

PROOF. It follows from Singh and Mohammad [6. Lemma 3] that l(a) = l(b). 

We have ab=baERa n Rι Hence aEI(a) and bEI(b); further a and b are nilpo. 

tent elements of R. Consequently aEB(R) and bεB(R). as R is commutative. 
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THEOREM 3. Let R be a commutative local ring in which every finitely generated 

.ideal is quasi.projective. Then 

(i) R is a valuation ring, or 

(ii) for all non.zero elements x in B(R) , Rx is a uniform R-module. 

PROOF. Suppose R is not a valuation ring. By Singh and Mohammad [6, 
Theorem 2J , we get B(R)2=0. Consider any non-zero element x in B(R). If 

Rx is not uniform, we can find two non-zero cyclic submodules Ra and Rb of 
Rx such that Ra n Rb=O. Since (J : R-Ra, η : R-Rb defined by dr)=ra , 
η(r) = rb, rER, are projective covers of Ra and Rb res야ctively and R is inde

composable, we get Ra and Rb are indecom∞sable. By Lemma 2, Ra and Rb 

are not comparable. Clearly aERx and bεRx. There exist nOn.zero elements 

a. and b. in R such that a=a.x and b=b.x. We note that Ra. and Rb. are al50 1 -._- - 1 •••.• - -_ .. ------ - 1-- ----- - 1 

not comparable‘ Again, by using Lemma 2, we have Ra
j 
nRb,=o. It follows 

from Lemma 3 that a,EB(R) and b,EB(R). Then a ，xεB(R)2 and b,XEB(R) 2. 

We then have a=O and b = 0. This is a contradiction. Consequently, either R 

is a valuation ring or Rx is a uniform R- module for each non-zero element x 

in B(R). This completes the pr∞f of the theorem 

THEOREM 4. Let R be a commutative local ring in which every fillitely generated 

ideal i5 qua5i-projective. Then: 

(i) A1IY ideal A of R, that is not contained in B(R) , contains B(R); 

(ii) The family of all those ideals of R that do 1I0t contain B(R) is totally 

ordered under inclusion; 

(iii) B(R) is a prime ideal of R; and 

(iv) For any non-uro element x in J(R)-B(R) , B(R)=B(R)x 

PROOF. First of all we show that for given any x， y든R-B(R) ， the principal 
ideals Rx and Ry are comparable and B(R)cRx. If Rx and Ry are not compar
able, by Lemma 2, Rx n Ry=O. By Lemma 3, xEB(R) and yεB(R) ， which is 
a contradiction. This proves that Rx and Ry are comparable. Now, let us 
take any non-zero element z in B(R). Clearly Rx(/:. Rz, as xεB(R). If Rx n Rz= O 

then, again using Lemma 3, we get xεB(R) . Hence Rx n Rz* O, and 50 Rx 

and Rz are comparable. Then Rzc Rx and zεRx. This proves that B(R) c Rx 

This all shows that any ideal of R, that is not contained in B(R) , contains 

B(R) ; and all such ideals are totally ordered under inclusion. In particular, 
the family fo all prime ideals of R is totally ordered under inclusion. Hence 
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B(R) , being the intersection of this totally ordered family of prime ideals, is 

a prime ideal. Thus (i ), ( ii ), and ( iii) are proved. For ( iv ), let us consider 

any non-zero element x in J(R)-B(R). Then xEJ(R) and x훌B(R). As proved 

above, B(R)ζRι To show that B(R) c B(R)x , let z be any non-zero element 

in B(R). Then zERx and z = ' ,x for 50me ',ER. This g ives us that z ,XEB(R). 

Hence, as B( R) is a prime ideal and X종B(R) ， we get "εB(R). Then zEB(R)ι 

This yields that B(R)CB(R)x. But B(R)xεB(R). Hence B(R) = B(R)x 

COROLLARY. Let R be Q commutative local ring in which e1,,'ery finitely generated 

ideal is quasi.pro;ective. Then the quotitμ ring R j B(R) is a valuation doma;n. 1n 

particular, ':1 B(R) = 0 then R is valuation domain 

PROOF. lt follows from Theorem 4 ( ii ) that R/ B(R) is a valua tion ring. It 

remains to prove that R/ B(R) is an integral domain. Let a+ B( R) be any zerO

divi50r in R/ B(R) . There exists a non-zero element b+ B(R) in R/ B(R) such 

that (a + B(R)) (b+ B(R)) = O. Then abEB(R) wi th bεB(R). By Theorem 4 (iii ), 
B(R) is a prime ideal of R. T his yields that aEB(R) and a+ B(R) = 0. Conse 

quently R/ B(R) is a valuation domain. 

4. Examp1e 

Clearly all left semi-hereditary rings have their finitely generated left idea ls 

quasi.projective. We give an example of a ring R which has each of its finitely 

generated ideals quasi-projective but R need not be a semi-hereditary ring. 

Let R be any commutative valuation r ing which is not an integral domain 

Jf A is any finitely generated ideal of R then A = Rx for 50me element x in R. 

Clearly A르R/l(x) . Since any R-endomorphism of left R • modu le RR is given 

by right multiplication by elements of R and l(x)Rζl(x) ， 50 l(.~) is an (R, 
EndR(R)) - module. By Wu and Jans [7, Proposition (2.1 )] , A is quasi-projective 

as an R- module. Now there exist non.zero elements a and b in R such that 

ab = O. If B=Ra is projective, the exact sequence 0- ,1- • R()- B- • o splits. 
where 1=I(a) and IJ is a natural homomorphism. Clearly 1* 0 and I* R . S。

R=I(f;J for 50me nonzero ideal J of R. This is not possible, as R is a local 

ring. Hence B is not projective and R is not a semi.hereditary ring. 
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